THE LAW STUDENT'S HELPER.

The Female Advocate.

Have you met the female advocate—
(Now I don't mean just a tete-a-tete),
But when before a magistrate
She pleads with manner passionate?
She has, it seems, a slight desire—
(Now I don't mean for male attire),
But that we should a bit admire
The heights to which she would aspire.

Her mouth has just the right formation—
(Now I don't mean for osculation),
But for continued exhortation,
Without the slightest dislocation.

She asks in voice disconsolate—
(Now I don't mean, "My hat on straight?")
But for a verdict adequate
To make her fee commensurate.

She has the instinct to embrace—
(NOW I don't mean the populace),
But every vantage in the case;
She's bound to win just by her face.

—Otto M. Sternfeld.